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A Little History of the World Dec 26 2021 E. H. Gombrich's Little History of the World, though written in 1935, has become one
of the treasures of historical writing since its first publication in English in 2005. The Yale edition alone has now sold over half a
million copies, and the book is available worldwide in almost thirty languages. Gombrich was of course the best-known art
historian of his time, and his text suggests illustrations on every page. This illustrated edition of the Little History brings together the
pellucid humanity of his narrative with the images that may well have been in his mind's eye as he wrote the book. The two
hundred illustrations—most of them in full color—are not simple embellishments, though they are beautiful. They emerge from
the text, enrich the author's intention, and deepen the pleasure of reading this remarkable work. For this edition the text is reset in a
spacious format, flowing around illustrations that range from paintings to line drawings, emblems, motifs, and symbols. The book
incorporates freshly drawn maps, a revised preface, and a new index. Blending high-grade design, fine paper, and classic binding,
this is both a sumptuous gift book and an enhanced edition of a timeless account of human history.
Little Buddhas Apr 29 2022 Edited by Vanessa R. Sasson, Little Buddhas brings together a wide range of scholarship and
expertise to address the question of what role children have played in Buddhist literature, in particular historical contexts, and their
role in specific Buddhist contexts today.
The Earthbound Parent May 31 2022 Richard A. Conn, Jr. demonstrates why all parents who value science and reason can help
stop the centuries-old practice of religious indoctrination and offers advice on how to encourage children to discover the world
and their place in it for themselves. Only by teaching them that we are in this world together and have a limited time to live can we
truly enable them to flourish and build a peaceful world—not just for their generation but for the future.
Leaving Alexandria Jan 27 2022 This Sunday Times bestseller is a memoir about faith and doubt, with a strong meditative and
philosophical heart
The Eternal Church Oct 31 2019 Hamon takes readers on a journey throughout the history of the church. Beginning at the
origination of the church in the 1st Century, he proceeds to its deterioration during the Middle Ages to the restoration of the
church from the time of the Reformation to the present.
Small Christians Jan 15 2021 Religion & Spirituality - Small Christians is about Christians or so-called Christians that practice
weak faith and present to the world a wrongful picture of God's saving grace. I Have No Problem with Christianity; the Problem is
Christians! From rock stars sporting huge crosses around their necks and then behaving in the most outrageous behavior to people
with the Christian symbol of a fish on the rear of their cars screaming obscenities and giving certain body gestures in an act of road
rage, is it no wonder that the world has found Christianity lacking? But Christianity is about Christ and not Christians! We live in a
hurting world with hurting people. And the Church is not isolated from that hurt. In fact, the Church actually accentuates the hurt.
Why? The Church is comprised of people who are hurting and coming to church for help and it is also comprised of people who
have been helped that are coming to worship God. When you bring former hurt together with current hurt and drop it together
with imperfect people, there are going to be problems. The great mystery of God revealed by His Son, Jesus Christ is "not that we

live for God as Christians, but that God lives through us and in us." Our hope is in Christ and since we are all "broken pots," we can
expect problems. And only through our faith in Christ will we rise above for we can do nothing without Him! This is not a book on
spiritualism and in fact it is a book of spirituality vs religion. It delineates what are the differences in religions and speaks about
religion spirituality. In today's Christian world, you need to read this book. Isn't it time the world sees the true face of Christianity?
Religion for Atheists Oct 12 2020 From the author of The Architecture of Happiness, a deeply moving meditation on how we
can still benefit, without believing, from the wisdom, the beauty, and the consolatory power that religion has to offer. Alain de
Botton was brought up in a committedly atheistic household, and though he was powerfully swayed by his parents' views, he
underwent, in his mid-twenties, a crisis of faithlessness. His feelings of doubt about atheism had their origins in listening to Bach's
cantatas, were further developed in the presence of certain Bellini Madonnas, and became overwhelming with an introduction to
Zen architecture. However, it was not until his father's death -- buried under a Hebrew headstone in a Jewish cemetery because he
had intriguingly omitted to make more secular arrangements -- that Alain began to face the full degree of his ambivalence regarding
the views of religion that he had dutifully accepted. Why are we presented with the curious choice between either committing to
peculiar concepts about immaterial deities or letting go entirely of a host of consoling, subtle and effective rituals and practices for
which there is no equivalent in secular society? Why do we bristle at the mention of the word "morality"? Flee from the idea that art
should be uplifting, or have an ethical purpose? Why don't we build temples? What mechanisms do we have for expressing
gratitude? The challenge that de Botton addresses in his book: how to separate ideas and practices from the religious institutions
that have laid claim to them. In Religion for Atheists is an argument to free our soul-related needs from the particular influence of
religions, even if it is, paradoxically, the study of religion that will allow us to rediscover and rearticulate those needs.
The Universal Christ Jun 27 2019 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER From one of the world’s most influential spiritual
thinkers, a long-awaited book exploring what it means that Jesus was called “Christ,” and how this forgotten truth can restore
hope and meaning to our lives. “Anyone who strives to put their faith into action will find encouragement and inspiration in the
pages of this book.”—Melinda Gates In his decades as a globally recognized teacher, Richard Rohr has helped millions realize
what is at stake in matters of faith and spirituality. Yet Rohr has never written on the most perennially talked about topic in
Christianity: Jesus. Most know who Jesus was, but who was Christ? Is the word simply Jesus’s last name? Too often, Rohr writes,
our understandings have been limited by culture, religious debate, and the human tendency to put ourselves at the center. Drawing
on scripture, history, and spiritual practice, Rohr articulates a transformative view of Jesus Christ as a portrait of God’s constant,
unfolding work in the world. “God loves things by becoming them,” he writes, and Jesus’s life was meant to declare that
humanity has never been separate from God—except by its own negative choice. When we recover this fundamental truth, faith
becomes less about proving Jesus was God, and more about learning to recognize the Creator’s presence all around us, and in
everyone we meet. Thought-provoking, practical, and full of deep hope and vision, The Universal Christ is a landmark book from
one of our most beloved spiritual writers, and an invitation to contemplate how God liberates and loves all that is.
Religion Explained Sep 10 2020 Many of our questions about religion, says the internationally renowned anthropologist Pascal
Boyer, were once mysteries, but they no longer are: we are beginning to know how to answer questions such as "Why do people
have religion?" and "Why is religion the way it is?" Using findings from anthropology, cognitive science, linguistics, and
evolutionary biology, Boyer shows how one of the most fascinating aspects of human consciousness is increasingly admissible to
coherent, naturalistic explanation. And Man Creates God tells readers, for the first time, what religious feeling is really about, what
it consists of, and how it originates. It is a beautifully written, very accessible book by an anthropologist who is highly respected on
both sides of the Atlantic. As a scientific explanation for religious feeling, it is sure to arouse controversy.
Calvinism Feb 13 2021 DIVThis briskly told history of Reformed Protestantism takes these churches through their entire
500-year history—from sixteenth-century Zurich and Geneva to modern locations as far flung as Seoul and S o Paulo. D. G.
Hart explores specifically the social and political developments that enabled Calvinism to establish a global presence./divDIV
/divDIVHart’s approach features significant episodes in the institutional history of Calvinism that are responsible for its
contemporary profile. He traces the political and religious circumstances that first created space for Reformed churches in Europe
and later contributed to Calvinism’s expansion around the world. He discusses the effects of the American and French
Revolutions on ecclesiastical establishments as well as nineteenth- and twentieth-century communions, particularly in Scotland,
the Netherlands, the United States, and Germany, that directly challenged church dependence on the state. Raising important
questions about secularization, religious freedom, privatization of faith, and the place of religion in public life, this book will appeal
not only to readers with interests in the history of religion but also in the role of religion in political and social life today./div
Atheism: A Very Short Introduction Jan 03 2020 Do you think of atheists as immoral pessimists who live their lives without
meaning, purpose, or values? Think again! Atheism: A Very Short Introduction sets out to dispel the myths that surround atheism
and show how a life without religious belief can be positive, meaningful, and moral.
Religion, Technology, and the Great and Little Divergences Jun 19 2021 In Religion, Technology, and the Great and Little
Divergences Karel Davids analyses the influence of religious contexts on technological change in China and Europe between c.700
and 1800.
A Little History of Religion Sep 03 2022 For curious readers young and old, a rich and colorful history of religion from

humanity's earliest days to our own contentious times In an era of hardening religious attitudes and explosive religious violence,
this book offers a welcome antidote. Richard Holloway retells the entire history of religion--from the dawn of religious belief to the
twenty-first century--with deepest respect and a keen commitment to accuracy. Writing for those with faith and those without, and
especially for young readers, he encourages curiosity and tolerance, accentuates nuance and mystery, and calmly restores a sense of
the value of faith. Ranging far beyond the major world religions of Judaism, Islam, Christianity, Buddhism, and Hinduism,
Holloway also examines where religious belief comes from, the search for meaning throughout history, today's fascinations with
Scientology and creationism, religiously motivated violence, hostilities between religious people and secularists, and more.
Holloway proves an empathic yet discerning guide to the enduring significance of faith and its power from ancient times to our
own.
Reason, Faith, and Revolution Aug 10 2020 On the one hand, Eagleton demolishes what he calls the "superstitious" view of God
held by most atheists and agnostics and offers in its place a revolutionary account of the Christian Gospel. On the other hand, he
launches a stinging assault on the betrayal of this revolution by institutional Christianity. There is little joy here, then, either for the
anti-God brigade -- Richard Dawkins and Christopher Hitchens in particular -- nor for many conventional believers. --Résumé
de l'éditeur.
Me of Little Faith Mar 17 2021 What do we believe? And for God's sake why? These are the thorny questions that Lewis Black,
the bitingly funny comedian, social critic, and bestselling author, tackles in his new book, Me of Little Faith. And he's come up with
some answers. Or at least his answers. In more than two dozen essays that investigate everything from the differences between how
Christians and Jews celebrate their holidays, to the politics of faith, to people's individual search for transcendence, Black explores
his unique odyssey through religion and belief. Growing up as a nonpracticing Jewish kid near Washington, D.C., during the
1950s, Black survived Hebrew school and a bar mitzvah (barely), went to college in the South during the tumultuous 1960s, and
witnessed firsthand the unsettling parallels between religious rapture and drug-induced visions (even if none of his friends did). He
explored the self-actualization movements of the 1970s (and the self-indulgence that they produced), and since then has turned an
increasingly skeptical eye toward the politicians and televangelists who don the cloak of religiouos rectitude to mask their own
moral hypocrisy. What he learned along the way about the inconsistencies and peculiarities of religion infuriated Black, and in Me
of Little Faith he gives full vent to his comedic rage. Black explores how the rules and constraints of religion have affected his life
and the lives of us all. Hilarious experiences with rabbis, Mormons, gurus, psychics, and even the joy of a perfect round of golf give
Black the chance to expound upon what we believe and why—in the language of a shock jock and with the heart of an iconoclast.
"To put it as simply as I can," Black writes, "this is a book about my relationship with religion, where my—dare I say it?—spiritual
journey has taken me...what it's meant and not meant to me, and why it makes me laugh." By the end of Me of Little Faith, you'll be
a convert.
How God Works Dec 02 2019 Drawing on a wealth of new evidence, pioneering research psychologist David DeSteno shows
why religious practices and rituals are so beneficial to those who follow them—and to anyone, regardless of their faith (or lack
thereof). Scientists are beginning to discover what believers have known for a long time: the rewards that a religious life can
provide. For millennia, people have turned to priests, rabbis, imams, shamans, and others to help them deal with issues of grief and
loss, birth and death, morality and meaning. In this absorbing work, DeSteno reveals how numerous religious practices from
around the world improve emotional and physical well-being. With empathy and rigor, DeSteno chronicles religious rites and
traditions from cradle to grave. He explains how the Japanese rituals surrounding childbirth help strengthen parental bonds with
children. He describes how the Apache Sunrise Ceremony makes teenage girls better able to face the rigors of womanhood. He
shows how Buddhist meditation reduces hostility and increases compassion. He demonstrates how the Jewish practice of sitting
shiva comforts the bereaved. And much more. DeSteno details how belief itself enhances physical and mental health. But you
don’t need to be religious to benefit from the trove of wisdom that religion has to offer. Many items in religion’s “toolbox”
can help the body and mind whether or not one believes. How God Works offers advice on how to incorporate many of these
practices to help all of us live more meaningful, successful, and satisfying lives.
The Oxford Handbook of Religion, Conflict, and Peacebuilding Mar 29 2022 This title provides a comprehensive,
interdisciplinary account of the scholarship on religion, conflict, and peacebuilding. Extending that inquiry beyond its traditional
parameters, the volume explores the legacies of colonialism, missionary activism, secularism, orientalism, and liberalism. While
featuring case studies from diverse contexts and traditions, the volume is organised thematically.
The Faith of Islam Dec 14 2020
Battling the Gods Jul 29 2019 How new is atheism? Although adherents and opponents alike today present it as an invention of
the European Enlightenment, when the forces of science and secularism broadly challenged those of faith, disbelief in the gods, in
fact, originated in a far more remote past. In Battling the Gods, Tim Whitmarsh journeys into the ancient Mediterranean, a world
almost unimaginably different from our own, to recover the stories and voices of those who first refused the divinities. Whitmarsh
provides a bracing antidote to our assumptions about the roots of freethinking. By shining a light on atheism’s first thousand
years, Battling the Gods offers a timely reminder that nonbelief has a wealth of tradition of its own, and, indeed, its own heroes.
It's Time Apr 05 2020 It's Time. Challenges to the Doctrine of the Faith by Michael Morwood. Christianity, along with other

major religions,has to make sense of its major beliefs in light of contemporary knowledge about the universe and our place in it.
This calls for a major overhaul in how we understand "God", how we interpret Jesus as revealing the Divine Presence in human
form, and what this means for worship and prayer. This contemporary "story" is radically different from the traditional Christian
story about an elsewhere, heavenly God who disconnected from humanity.
God's Feminist Movement May 07 2020 Experience True Liberation by Seeing Your Beauty, Femininity, and Freedom From
Heavens Point of View Has Christianity kept women trapped in the stone age? In many ways, yes; but this is not by Gods design.
As society offers women opportunities to explore outer-space and govern nations, the church often stifles and limits them. The tide
is changing, though. Amber Picotas Gods Feminist Movement is a new covenant manifesto calling women to embrace their true
identity in Christ and fulfill their destiny as revolutionaries who shape the course of history with the Kingdom of God. There is a
powerful new feminist movement emerging in the body of Christ. Its not politically driven and its not being championed by an
uprising of angry man-haters. Based on an intense study of Scripture, factoring in historical and contextual hermeneutics and
original languages, Picota shares a practical, non-legalistic, and non-traditional (yet deeply Biblical) look at topics that women
commonly face, such as: Dating and Modesty Female Leaders in the Church Submission in Marriage Beauty and Self-Image
Celebrate the power and beauty of womanhood. God has given you permission to change the worldby being you! Break off
religious traditions that keep women trapped in old school legalism and move beyond Christian clichs that minimize a womans
true position in Christ!
The Routledge Handbook of Religion and Cities Aug 22 2021 Like an ecosystem, cities develop, change, thrive, adapt, expand,
and contract through the interaction of myriad components. Religion is one of those living parts, shaping and being shaped by
urban contexts. The Routledge Handbook of Religion and Cities is an outstanding interdisciplinary reference source to the key
topics, problems, and methodologies of this cutting-edge subject. Representing a diverse array of cities and religions, the common
analytical approach is ecological and spatial. It is the first collection of its kind and reflects state-of-the-art research focusing on the
interaction of religions and their urban contexts. Comprising 29 chapters, by a team of international contributors, the Handbook is
divided into three parts: Research methodologies Religious frameworks and ideologies in urban contexts Contemporary issues in
religion and cities Within these sections, emerging research and analysis of current dynamics of urban religions are examined,
including: housing, economics, and gentrification; sacred ritual and public space; immigration and the refugee crisis; political
conflicts and social change; ethnic and religious diversity; urban policy and religion; racial justice; architecture and the built
environment; religious art and symbology; religion and urban violence; technology and smart cities; the challenge of climate
change for global cities; and religious meaning-making of the city. The Routledge Handbook of Religion and Cities is essential
reading for students and researchers in religious studies and urban studies. The Handbook will also be very useful for those in
related fields, such as sociology, history, architecture, urban planning, theology, social work, and cultural studies.
Small Screen, Big Picture Nov 24 2021 An interdisciplinary tour de force, this book describes how television converts social
concerns, cultural conundrums and metaphysical questions into stories that explore and even shape who we are and would like to
be--the building blocks of religious speculation.--Robert Thompson, Professor of Television and Popular Culture, Syracuse
University "CHOICE"
Quotations from Chairman Mao Tsetung Mar 05 2020
The God Portal Jul 09 2020 It began as a vacation out west for Jim Wagner and his family...until Jim discovers his brother,
particle physicist Dr. Warren Wagner, is missing from his Nevada home. The mystery leads to the desert laboratory of corporate
giant Forsythe-Hammond. There Jim discovers the truth behind Warren's disappearance and its connection to the company's
deepest secrets, a technology where faith and science collide. It's the beginning of a thrilling and dangerous adventure to rescue his
brother. Jim is joined by the affable Lyle Bumgardner, particle physicist and atheist at heart; and by Dr. Lawrence Macklin, devout
Christian and Biblical scholar. Their odyssey becomes destiny, a struggle for survival and a quest for truth, leading them to a place
where Christian faith and secular atheism alike will be put to the test. Their journey puts them on the trail of the historical Jesus...
From Little London to Little Bengal May 19 2021 How literary and religious traffic between Bengal and Britain in the late 18th
and early 19th centuries impelled a complex and contested cosmopolitan imperial culture. From Little London to Little Bengal
traces the traffic in culture between Britain and India during the Romantic period. To some, Calcutta appeared to be a “Little
London,” while in London itself an Indianized community of returned expatriates was emerging as “Little Bengal.” Circling
between the two, this study reads British and Indian literary, religious, and historical sources alongside newspapers, panoramas,
religious festivals, idols, and museum exhibitions. Together and apart, Britons and Bengalis waged a transcultural agon under the
dynamic conditions of early nineteenth-century imperialism, struggling to claim cosmopolitan perspectives and, in the process, to
define modernity. Daniel E. White shows how an ambivalent Protestant contact with Hindu devotion shaped understandings of
the imperial mission for Britons and Indians during the period. Investigating global metaphors of circulation and mobility,
communication and exchange, commerce and conquest, he follows the movements of people, ideas, books, art, and artifacts
initiated by writers, publishers, educators, missionaries, travelers, and reformers. Along the way, he places luminaries like Romantic
poet Robert Southey and Hindu reformer Rammohun Roy in dialogue with a fascinating array of lesser-known figures, from the
Baptist missionaries of Serampore and the radical English journalist James Silk Buckingham to the mixed-race prodigy Henry

Louis Vivian Derozio. In concert and in conflict, these cultural emissaries and activists articulated national and cosmopolitan
perspectives that were more than reactions on the part of marginal groups to the metropolitan center of power and culture. The
British Empire in India involved recursive transactions between the global East and West, channeling cultural, political, and
religious formations that were simultaneously distinct and shared, local, national, and transnational.
A Little History of Religion Nov 05 2022 For curious readers young and old, a rich and colorful history of religion from
humanity’s earliest days to our own contentious times In an era of hardening religious attitudes and explosive religious violence,
this book offers a welcome antidote. Richard Holloway retells the entire history of religion—from the dawn of religious belief to the
twenty-first century—with deepest respect and a keen commitment to accuracy. Writing for those with faith and those without,
and especially for young readers, he encourages curiosity and tolerance, accentuates nuance and mystery, and calmly restores a
sense of the value of faith. Ranging far beyond the major world religions of Judaism, Islam, Christianity, Buddhism, and Hinduism,
Holloway also examines where religious belief comes from, the search for meaning throughout history, today’s fascinations with
Scientology and creationism, religiously motivated violence, hostilities between religious people and secularists, and more.
Holloway proves an empathic yet discerning guide to the enduring significance of faith and its power from ancient times to our
own.
Little Book of Neter: Introduction to Shetaut Neter Spirituality and Religion Apr 17 2021 The Little Book of Neter is a summary
of the most important teachings of Shetaut Neter for all aspirants to have for easy reference and distribution. It is designed to be
portable and low cost so that all can have the main teachings of Shetaut Neter at easy access for personal use and also for sharing
with others the basic tenets of Neterian spirituality.
Small Gods Aug 29 2019 The thirteenth novel in the Discworld series from New York Times bestselling author Terry Pratchett.
Lost in the chill deeps of space between the galaxies, it sails on forever, a flat, circular world carried on the back of a giant turtle—
Discworld —a land where the unexpected can be expected. Where the strangest things happen to the nicest people. Like Brutha, a
simple lad who only wants to tend his melon patch. Until one day he hears the voice of a god calling his name. A small god, to be
sure. But bossy as Hell.
The Little Book of Prayers Sep 30 2019 The perfect gift for seekers, the curious, and the spiritually hungry, The Little Book of
Prayers now has a stunning new cover and a more prayer book–like format. Gathered from holy books and prayer books, from
songs and spirituals, spoken traditions and poets, it is an unexpectedly approachable collection of common and uncommon
prayers from around the world. The entries, one per page or spread, are chosen for their depth of feeling, beauty of expression,
spiritual intensity, and sense of the universal. The book is organized into broad categories of praise, entreaty, contemplation,
mourning, and grace; and two indexes—one by authorship, and the other by topic—make it immediately accessible. There are
familiar prayers, like the Lord’s Prayer and 23rd Psalm, which, placed in new context, shine with a renewed beauty and wisdom.
You’ll find prayers unfamiliar to many in the West, such as the “Opener” from the Koran or the four vows of the
Boddhisattva, chanted every evening in Zen monasteries around the world. And the surprising—from the “Prayer of the
Unknown Confederate Soldier” to the blues of Lightnin’ Hopkins to the poetry of Rumi. God help us to live slowly: To move
simply: To look softly: To allow emptiness: To let the heart create for us. Amen. —Michael Leunig You, whose day it is, make it
beautiful. Get out your rainbow colors, so it will be beautiful. —Nootka Song
Reorganized Religion Oct 24 2021 Uncover the ways the Christian church has changed in recent years—from the decline of the
mainline denominations to the mega-churchification of American culture to the rise of the Nones and Exvaneglicals—and a
hopeful reimagining of what the church might look like going forward. The United States is in the middle of an unprecedented
spiritual, technological, demographic, political and social transformation— moving from an older, mostly white, mostly
Protestant, religion-friendly society to a younger diverse, multiethnic, pluralistic culture, where no one faith group will have the
advantage. At the same time, millions of Americans are abandoning organized religion altogether in favor of disorganized disbelief.
Reorganized Religion is an in-depth and critical look at why people are leaving American churches and what we lose as a society as
it continues. But it also accepts the dismantling of what has come before and try to help readers reinvent the path forward. This
book looks at the future of organized religion in America and outline the options facing churches and other faith groups. Will they
retreat? Will they become irrelevant? Or will they find a new path forward? Written by veteran religion reporter Bob Smietana,
Reorganized Religion is a journalistic look at the state of the American church and its future. It draws on polling data, interviews
with experts, and reporting on how faith communities old and new are coping with the changing religious landscape, along with
personal stories about how faith is lived in everyday life. It also profiles faith communities and leaders who are finding interesting
ways to reimagine what church might look like in the future and discuss various ways we can reinvent this organization so it
survives and thrives. The book also reflects the hope that perhaps people of faith can learn to become, if not friends with the larger
culture, then at least better neighbors.
Have a Little Faith Aug 02 2022 It isn’t just in recent arguments over the teaching of intelligent design or reciting the pledge of
allegiance that religion and education have butted heads: since their beginnings nearly two centuries ago, public schools have been
embroiled in heated controversies over religion’s place in the education system of a pluralistic nation. In this book, Benjamin
Justice and Colin Macleod take up this rich and significant history of conflict with renewed clarity and astonishing breadth.

Moving from the American Revolution to the present—from the common schools of the nineteenth century to the charter schools
of the twenty-first—they offer one of the most comprehensive assessments of religion and education in America that has ever been
published. From Bible readings and school prayer to teaching evolution and cultivating religious tolerance, Justice and Macleod
consider the key issues and colorful characters that have shaped the way American schools have attempted to negotiate religious
pluralism in a politically legitimate fashion. While schools and educational policies have not always advanced tolerance and
understanding, Justice and Macleod point to the many efforts Americans have made to find a place for religion in public schools
that both acknowledges the importance of faith to so many citizens and respects democratic ideals that insist upon a reasonable
separation of church and state. Finally, they apply the lessons of history and political philosophy to an analysis of three critical areas
of religious controversy in public education today: student-led religious observances in extracurricular activities, the tensions
between freedom of expression and the need for inclusive environments, and the shift from democratic control of schools to
loosely regulated charter and voucher programs. Altogether Justice and Macleod show how the interpretation of educational
history through the lens of contemporary democratic theory offers both a richer understanding of past disputes and new ways of
addressing contemporary challenges.
Relax, It's Just God Feb 25 2022 Gold-medal winner of a Next Generation Book Award, silver-medal winner of the Independent
Publishers Book Award. As featured on the PBS NewsHour “A gem of a book.” — LIBRARY JOURNAL (STARRED
REVIEW) A step-by-step guide to raising confident, open-minded kids in an age of religious intolerance. Relax, It's Just God
offers parents fresh, practical and honest ways to address issues of God and faith with children while promoting curiosity and
kindness, and successfully fending off indoctrination. A rapidly growing demographic cohort in America, secular parents are at the
forefront of a major and unprecedented cultural shift. Unable to fall back on what they were taught as children, many of these
parents are struggling, or simply failing, to address issues of God, religion and faith with their children in ways that promote
honesty, curiosity, kindness and independence. The author sifts through hard data, including the results of a survey of 1,000
nonreligious parents, and delivers gentle but straightforward advice to both non-believers and open-minded believers. With a
thoughtful voice infused with humor, Russell seamlessly merges scientific thought, scholarly research and everyday experience with
respect for a full range of ways to view the world. "Relax, It's Just God" goes beyond the numbers to assist parents (and
grandparents) who may be struggling to find the right time place, tone and language with which to talk about God, spirituality and
organized religion. It encourages parents to promote religious literacy and understanding and to support kids as they explore
religion on their own -- ensuring that each child makes up his or her own mind about what to believe (or not believe) and extends
love and respect to those who may not agree with them. Subjects covered include: Talking openly about our beliefs without
indoctrinating kids Making religious literacy fun and engaging Talking about death without the comforts of heaven
Navigating religious differences with extended family members What to do when kids get threatened with hell
Tough Call Nov 12 2020 Life is full of tough calls and daunting decisions. The question isn't if you'll face a big decision in the
future, but how you'll face the tough call that's guaranteed to come your way. Think about it. There are wedding proposals to
ponder, college applications to submit, career moves to make, homes to sell, and confrontations to consider. And, knowing how
poorly things could go, we sometimes find ourselves facing these decisions with a deep fear of future regret. The pressure is on. Or
is it? Short and straightforward, yet full of practical insight and spiritual truths, Tough Call, will help you see that the Christian faith
offers a mindset to confidently and joyfully make your next big decision. More importantly you'll see that you can face life with
your fears recognized, your peace maximized, and your hope anchored in something greater than your ability to "get it right."
Readers familiar with authors like Acuff, Chan, and Tchividjian will resonate with Matt Popovits's witty, practical, and gospelcentered take on complicated topics. Tough Call is an enjoyable and essential read for any and all facing a major decision.
Of Little Faith Jul 01 2022 George W. Bush had planned to swear his oath of office with his hand on the Masonic Bible used by
both his father and George Washington, however, due to the inclement weather, a family Bible was substituted. Almost
immediately on taking office, President Bush made passage of "faith-based initiatives"—the government funding of religious
charitable groups—a legislative priority. However, "inclement" weather storm-tossed his hopes for faith-based initiatives as well.
What happened? Why did these initiatives, which began with such vigor and support from a popular president, fail? And what does
this say about the future role of religious faith in American public life? Amy Black, Douglas Koopman, and David Ryden—all
prominent political scientists—utilize a framework that takes the issue through all three branches of government and analyzes it
through three very specific lenses: a public policy lens, a political party lens, and a lens of religion in the public square. Drawing on
dozens of interviews with key figures in Washington, the authors tell a compelling story, revealing the evolution of the Bush faithbased strategy from his campaign for the presidency through congressional votes to the present. They show how political rhetoric,
infighting, and poor communication shipwrecked Bush's efforts to fundamentally alter the way government might conduct social
services. The authors demonstrate the lessons learned, and propose a more fruitful, effective way to go about such initiatives in the
future.
A Little History of Religion Oct 04 2022 For curious readers young and old, a rich and colorful history of religion from
humanity's earliest days to our own contentious times In an era of hardening religious attitudes and explosive religious violence,
this book offers a welcome antidote. Richard Holloway retells the entire history of religion--from the dawn of religious belief to the

twenty-first century--with deepest respect and a keen commitment to accuracy. Writing for those with faith and those without, and
especially for young readers, he encourages curiosity and tolerance, accentuates nuance and mystery, and calmly restores a sense of
the value of faith. Ranging far beyond the major world religions of Judaism, Islam, Christianity, Buddhism, and Hinduism,
Holloway also examines where religious belief comes from, the search for meaning throughout history, today's fascinations with
Scientology and creationism, religiously motivated violence, hostilities between religious people and secularists, and more.
Holloway proves an empathic yet discerning guide to the enduring significance of faith and its power from ancient times to our
own.
The Triumph of Christianity Feb 02 2020 The “marvelous” (Reza Aslan, bestselling author of Zealot), New York Times
bestselling story of how Christianity became the dominant religion in the West. How did a religion whose first believers were
twenty or so illiterate day laborers in a remote part of the empire became the official religion of Rome, converting some thirty
million people in just four centuries? In The Triumph of Christianity, early Christian historian Bart D. Ehrman weaves the
rigorously-researched answer to this question “into a vivid, nuanced, and enormously readable narrative” (Elaine Pagels,
National Book Award-winning author of The Gnostic Gospels), showing how a handful of charismatic characters used a brilliant
social strategy and an irresistible message to win over hearts and minds one at a time. This “humane, thoughtful and intelligent”
book (The New York Times Book Review) upends the way we think about the single most important cultural transformation our
world has ever seen—one that revolutionized art, music, literature, philosophy, ethics, economics, and law.
Religion, Order, and Law Jul 21 2021 "The issue of the Protestant ethic and the spirit of capitalism has been debated endlessly,
but few scholars have seriously continued Weber's own research into the Reformation sources of seventeenth-century England.
David Little's study was one of the first to do so, and remains an important contribution."—Guenther Roth, University of
Washington
The Daily Show (The Book) Jun 07 2020 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The complete, uncensored history of the awardwinning The Daily Show with Jon Stewart, as told by its correspondents, writers, and host. For almost seventeen years, The Daily
Show with Jon Stewart brilliantly redefined the borders between television comedy, political satire, and opinionated news coverage.
It launched the careers of some of today's most significant comedians, highlighted the hypocrisies of the powerful, and garnered 23
Emmys. Now the show's behind-the-scenes gags, controversies, and camaraderie will be chronicled by the players themselves,
from legendary host Jon Stewart to the star cast members and writers-including Samantha Bee, Stephen Colbert, John Oliver, and
Steve Carell - plus some of The Daily Show's most prominent guests and adversaries: John and Cindy McCain, Glenn Beck,
Tucker Carlson, and many more. This oral history takes the reader behind the curtain for all the show's highlights, from its origins
as Comedy Central's underdog late-night program to Trevor Noah's succession, rising from a scrappy jester in the 24-hour
political news cycle to become part of the beating heart of politics-a trusted source for not only comedy but also commentary, with
a reputation for calling bullshit and an ability to effect real change in the world. Through years of incisive election coverage,
passionate debates with President Obama and Hillary Clinton, feuds with Bill O'Reilly and Fox, and provocative takes on Wall
Street and racism, The Daily Show has been a cultural touchstone. Now, for the first time, the people behind the show's seminal
moments come together to share their memories of the last-minute rewrites, improvisations, pranks, romances, blow-ups, and
moments of Zen both on and off the set of one of America's most groundbreaking shows.
God Is Not Great Sep 22 2021 Christopher Hitchens, described in the London Observer as “one of the most prolific, as well as
brilliant, journalists of our time” takes on his biggest subject yet–the increasingly dangerous role of religion in the world. In the
tradition of Bertrand Russell’s Why I Am Not a Christian and Sam Harris’s recent bestseller, The End Of Faith, Christopher
Hitchens makes the ultimate case against religion. With a close and erudite reading of the major religious texts, he documents the
ways in which religion is a man-made wish, a cause of dangerous sexual repression, and a distortion of our origins in the cosmos.
With eloquent clarity, Hitchens frames the argument for a more secular life based on science and reason, in which hell is replaced
by the Hubble Telescope’s awesome view of the universe, and Moses and the burning bush give way to the beauty and symmetry
of the double helix.
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